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ABSTRACT 
 

Cloud computing is an emerging area of computer technology that benefits form the processing power and 

the computing resources of many connected, geographically distanced   computers connected  via Internet. 

Cloud computing eliminates the need of having a complete infrastructure of hardware and software to meet 

users requirements and applications. It can be thought of or considered as a complete or a partial 

outsourcing of hardware and software resources. To access cloud applications, a good Internet connection 

and a standard Internet browser are required. Cloud computing has its own drawback from the security 

point of view; this paper aims to address most of these threats and their possible solutions.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Cloud computing provides its user with many capabilities like accessing a large number of 

applications without the need for having a license, purchasing, installing or downloading any of 

these applications. It also reduces both running and installation costs of computers and software 

as there is no need to have any infrastructure. Users can access information anywhere; all they 

need is to connect to a network (usually the Internet). 

 

Cloud computing offers companies an increased storage than traditional storage systems. 

Software updates and batches are highly automated with reduced number of hired highly skilled 

IT personnel.[2], [7] 

 

Cloud computing can be divided according to deployment models and according to  service 

delivery models which can be found in the following subsections. 

 

1.1 Cloud Deployment Models 
 
There are four types of cloud computing deployment models:  
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• Private cloud:  The cloud is managed by an organization and serve it solely ; it can exist 

inside or outside the organization’s perimeter . 

• Community cloud:  The cloud is managed by several organizations and supports a specific 

community that has the same interest.  

•  Public cloud: The cloud infrastructure is owned and managed by a large Cloud Service 

Provider (CSP). 

• Hybrid cloud – The cloud infrastructure is composed of two or more of the above models 

( e.g. Private and public, private and community) 

 

1.2 Cloud computing service delivery  models 
 

Cloud computing providers offer three fundamental service  models: infrastructure as a service 

(IaaS), platform as a service (PaaS), and software as a service (SaaS): 

 

• Infrastructure as a service (IaaS): Cloud computing providers offer physical 

and virtual computers, extra storage networking devices etc. The virtual machines 

are run by hypervisors that is organized into pools and controlled by operational 

support systems. It is cloud users responsibilities to install operating system 

images on the virtual machines as well as their application software.  

• Platform as a service (PaaS): refers to computing platforms such as web 

servers, databases operating systems and programming environments, where the 

cloud user uses a software or platforms offers by CSP.   

• Software as a Service (SaaS): Cloud users can use software that is already 

installed and running on the cloud infrastructure. Thus, eliminating the need of 

installing and running the software on their own computers. Additionally, the 

need for software maintenance and support is eliminated. 

 

The main concern of the cloud computing users is the security of the information stored or 

transmitted to/from the cloud. In this paper we will illustrate basic cloud computing security 

concerns and their possible solutions. 

 

1.3 Related work: 
 

Several studies have been carried out regarding security issues in cloud computing from several 

points of view. Jarabek[6] presented an  overview of  the benefits and drawbacks of virtualization 

in a cloud context . Also he examined the  side-channel information leaks which are particularly 

critical in a virtualized cloud environment and the  Issues of  security auditing and cloud 

management.  Ian Foster[15] compared cloud computing with grid computing from various 

insights; Cong [8] proposed a scheme of  integration of storage correctness insurance and data 

error localization. The proposed scheme is highly efficient and resilient against Byzantine failure, 

malicious data modification attack, and even server colluding attacks. Rohit [4] discussed various 

security concerns for Cloud computing environment from network, application and data storage 

perspectives and suggested some of their solutions. This paper presents a survey of the cloud 

computing attacks from different levels such as cloud Security Provider (CSP) level, network 

level and finally end user level. Additionally security attacks mitigation is also discussed in this 

paper. 
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2. CLOUD SECURITY ATTACKS  

 
Cloud computing involves three parties: Cloud Customer or user, Cloud Service Provider CSP 

and Cloud network (usually the Internet that can be considered as the transmission media of the 

cloud) as illustrated in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 The three parties of cloud computing  

 

There are many security threats at different levels, such as threats at Cloud Service Provider CSP 

level, network Level and user/host level. These threats must be dealt with since it is necessary to 

keep the cloud up and running continuously. In this section we will study different types of 

attacks at different levels and the ways to reduce their damage of effect. 

 

2.1 Cloud Service Provider CSP level attacks 

 
The shared nature of the cloud and the increased demand on shared resource of the cloud 

computing could be an attractive target to attackers. End users should take into consideration the 

vulnerabilities of cloud computing before migrating to it.  Examples of shared resources are 

computing capacity, storage, and network [3]; this shared nature exposes the cloud to many 

security breaches that are listed below:  

 

 2.1.1 Guest-hopping attack 
 

Is defined as any separation failure between shared infrastructures. An attacker will try get access 

to one virtual machine by penetrating another virtual machine hosted in the same hardware. One 

of the possible mitigations of guest hopping attack is the Forensics and VM debugging tools to 

observe any attempt to compromise VM. [3] 

 

Another possible mitigation is using High Assurance Platform (HAP) which provides a high 

degree of isolation between virtual machines.  

 

2.1.2 SQL injection:  

 
 Is often used to attack websites. It is accomplished by injecting SQL commands into a database 

of an application from the web to dump or crash that database.  To mitigate SQL injection attack; 

it is necessary to remove all stored procedures that are rarely used. Also, assign the least possible 

privileges to users who have permissions to access the database. [4] 

 

2.1.3 Side channel attack: 

 
Is when the attacker places a malicious virtual machine on the same physical machine as the 

victim machine; in that way the attacker can access all the confidential information on the victim 

machine. 
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As a countermeasure, it might be preferable to ensure that none of the legitimate user VMs 

resides on the same hardware of other users. This completely eliminates the risk of side-channel 

attacks in a virtualized cloud environment. [5], [6]. 

 

2.1.4 Malicious Insider 

 
One of the cloud computing challenges located at the data centers of the service providers is when 

its employee is granted access to sensitive data of some or all customers administrators. Such 

system privileges can expose these information to security threats. Strict privileges’ planning, 

security auditing can minimize this security threat [7].  

 

2.1.5 Data storage security  

 
In cloud computing, user’s data is stored in the Cloud Service Provider (CSP) set of servers, 

which are running in a simultaneous and distributed manner. Ensuring data integrity and 

confidently is vital. According to [8],[9],[16] there are some means to ensure integrity and 

confidently of the data stored at the CSP that are listed below.  

 

1. Ensure limited access to the users’ data by the CSP employees. 

2. Strong authentication mechanisms to ensure that only legitimate employees gain access 

and control CSP servers. 

3. The CSP should use well defined Data backup and redundant data storage to make data 

recovery possible. 

 

2.1.6 Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) Cache Poisoning 
 

Address Resolution Protocol (ARP) is used in the TCP/IP stack to resolve an IP address (logical) 

at the sender side into MAC address (physical) address at the receiver side. The ARP cache stores 

a table that maps all the IP address of the networked devices and their corresponding MAC 

addresses. An attacker can exploit some weakness in the ARP protocol to map an IP address of 

the network to one malicious MAC, and then update the ARP cache with this malicious MAC 

address. To mitigate this attack it is possible to use static ARP entries, this technique can work for 

small networks like private clouds; but on large scale clouds it is better to use other techniques 

such as port security features that locks a specific port on the switch ( or network device) to a 

specific IP address [10]. 

 

It should be noticed that CSP must have the latest network security enhancement techniques such 

as Firewalls, Intrusion Detection/Prevention techniques, Centralized antivirus and anti-malware 

techniques that runs multi antivirus solutions simultaneously to ensure best virus and malware 

protection. Another important issue is to use IPSEC/VPN techniques between the CSP and cloud 

users whenever it is possible. In addition, high physical security at the CSP data center/s is vital, 

physical data security includes: Access control only for authorized personnel, special fire 

systems, very specific data storage and backup strategists, etc. 

 

2.2 Network Level Security attacks 
 

Cloud computing depends mainly on the existing networks infrastructure such as LAN, MAN and 

WAN; that is why cloud computing is exposed to the same security attacks.  These attacks may 

be originated from users outside the cloud (a user intended to attack the cloud for any purpose), or 
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a malicious insider residing between the user and the CSP and trying to interrupt the data to/from 

the cloud.  In this section we will try to focus on the network level security attacks and their 

possible countermeasures to insure proper data confidentiality and integrity.  

 

2.2.1 Domain Name System (DNS) attacks 

 

In the Internet, hosts are defined by names that are easy to remember by humans, while 

computers deal with numbers. Each connected computer to the Internet has a globally unique 

Internet Protocol (IP). The Domain Name System (DNS) converts host names into corresponding 

Internet Protocol (IP) addresses using a distributed database scheme. Internet DNS servers are 

subject to different types of attacks such as: ARP cache poisoning (as explained in 3.1.6), domain 

hijacking, and man-in-the-middle attacks. A discussion of these attacks can be found below. 

 

2.2.2 Domain hijacking  
 

Domain hijacking is defined as changing the name of a domain without the knowledge or 

permission from the domain’s owner or creator. Domain hijacking enables intruders to access 

sensitive corporate information and perform illegal activity such as phishing, where a website is 

replaced by an identical website that records private information. One of the possible ways to 

make domain hijacking very difficult is proposed by Internet Corporation for Assigned Names 

and Numbers (ICANN) which  forces  a 60-day waiting period between a change in registration 

information and a transfer to another registrar; most  likely that the domain creator  will discover 

any  change in that period. Another solution is using Extensible Provisioning Protocol (EPP) that 

is  used by many domain  registries. EPP uses an authorization code issued exclusively to the 

domain registrant as a security measure to prevent unauthorized name changing. [21]    

 

2.2.3 IP Spoofing   

 

IP spoofing is where the attacker gains unauthorized access to a computer by pretending that the 

traffic has originated form a legitimate computer. IP spoofing is utilized to make other attacks 

such as Denial of Service attack and Man in The Middle attack: [12] 

 

Denial of service attacks (DoS):  

 
The purpose of these attacks is making the target network/computer resources unavailable. In 

DoS attack the attacker floods the victim host with a huge number of packets in a short amount of 

time, DoS is concerned only with consuming bandwidth and resources of the target 

network/computer. The attacker uses a spoofed IP address as the source IP address to make 

tracking and stopping of Dos very difficult. Furthermore, it is possible to the attacker to use 

multiple compromised machines which he has already hijacked to attack the victim machine at 

the same time (this attack is known as Distributed DoS) and it is very difficult to track and stop.   

 

TCP SYN flooding  
 

Is an example of DoS attack; the attacker floods the victim machine with a stream of spoofed 

TCP SYN packets. This attack exploits the limitations of the three way handshake in maintaining 

half-open connections.  

 

Man In The Middle Attack (MITM):  

 

An attacker gains access to the network traffic using network packet sniffer, routing and transport 

protocols flaws, these attacks could be used for theft of confidential information.  [10] 
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IP spoofing can be reduced using packet filtering by firewall, strong encryption and origin 

authentication techniques. 

 

2.3 End users’ attacks 
 

Most of the cloud users’ attacks are phishing, fraud, and exploitation of software vulnerabilities 

still work and can threaten the cloud service infrastructure. [17] 

 

Phishing and fraud: are attempts to steal the identity of a legitimate user such as 

usernames, passwords, and credit card details. Phishing is typically carried out by sending the 

user an email that contains a link to a fraud website that looks like a legitimate one, when the user 

goes to that fake website, his user name and password will be sent to the attacker who can use 

them to attack the cloud. Another form of phishing and fraud is to send the user an email that 

pretends to become from the cloud service provider and asking the user to supply his username 

and password for maintenance purposes for example; but indeed that spoofed email came from an 

attacker to gain the user credentials then using them to attack the cloud. Countermeasures of 

phishing are the use of Spam-filters, using plug-in spam blocker in the Internet browsers and 

finally train the users not to respond to any spoofed email and not to give their credentials to any 

website. 

 

Exploitation of software vulnerabilities: 

 

Is any security flaw or weakness that can be found in an operating system or a software that leads 

to security breach. This security breach is used by an attacker to implant a malware for his own 

purpose [18], [19].  Common example of this attack is buffer overflow where the operating 

system or software hangs and uncontrolled format string that can be used to crash a program or to 

execute malicious code. Software vendors regularly release security updates to address these 

flaws; updating systems with the latest security updates can mitigate these attacks. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 
 

Cloud computing is an emerging technology. It is an attractive solution when the infrastructure or 

the IT personnel are not available or too expensive; but it has its drawback. The drawback can be 

mainly found in the security threats and vulnerabilities of the cloud computing.  Unlike traditional 

solutions where threats come from two known sources inside or outside the network; cloud 

computing security threats might originate from different sources. In this paper we discussed 

most of the cloud security threats from three prospective levels: application, network and user 

levels. Also we address some possible ways to reduce security as possible. 
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